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DisclaimerDisclaimer

 The views expressed in this presentation do The views expressed in this presentation do 
not represent the views of the Federal not represent the views of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission or the Energy Regulatory Commission or the 
United States. United States. 

 These views are the personal opinion of These views are the personal opinion of 
Mike Peters!!!!  Mike Peters!!!!    



AgendaAgenda

 Basic Adversary MethodologyBasic Adversary Methodology

 Is Infrastructure a Target?Is Infrastructure a Target?

 Potential ScenariosPotential Scenarios

 Traditional Threat AnalysisTraditional Threat Analysis

 So What Can or Should We Do?So What Can or Should We Do?



Basic Adversary MethodologyBasic Adversary Methodology

 Determine Basic ObjectiveDetermine Basic Objective
 Perform Preliminary ResearchPerform Preliminary Research
 Refine ObjectiveRefine Objective
 Perform Broad ResearchPerform Broad Research
 Identify Potential TargetsIdentify Potential Targets
 Perform Focused ResearchPerform Focused Research
 Select TargetSelect Target
 Develop Courses of ActionDevelop Courses of Action



Basic Adversary MethodologyBasic Adversary Methodology ––
Cont.Cont.

 Perform Target ReconnaissancePerform Target Reconnaissance

 Select and Refine Course of ActionSelect and Refine Course of Action

 RehearsalsRehearsals

 Finalize Course of ActionFinalize Course of Action

 Execute Course of ActionExecute Course of Action

 Battle Damage AssessmentBattle Damage Assessment

 ““Plan BPlan B”” if necessary.if necessary.



Threat ActorsThreat Actors

 Hackers/HacktivistsHackers/Hacktivists

 CriminalsCriminals

 Economic CompetitorsEconomic Competitors

 Disgruntled EmployeesDisgruntled Employees

 NonNon--State ActorsState Actors

 Nation StatesNation States



Is Infrastructure a Target?Is Infrastructure a Target?

 ChinaChina’’s View s View ––

 General Sun General Sun ““U.S. dependence on "information U.S. dependence on "information 
superhighways" will make it vulnerable to attacksuperhighways" will make it vulnerable to attack””

 The targets will be electrical power systems, The targets will be electrical power systems, 
civilian aviation systems, transportation networks, civilian aviation systems, transportation networks, 
seaports and shipping, highways, television seaports and shipping, highways, television 
broadcast stations, telecommunications systems, broadcast stations, telecommunications systems, 
computer centers, factories and enterprises, and computer centers, factories and enterprises, and 
so forth so forth 



Is Infrastructure a Target?Is Infrastructure a Target?

 RussiaRussia’’s view s view ––

 an attack against a national target such as an attack against a national target such as 
transportation or electrical power distribution transportation or electrical power distribution 
would ". . . by virtue of its catastrophic would ". . . by virtue of its catastrophic 
consequences, completely overlap with the consequences, completely overlap with the 
use of [weapons] of mass destruction."use of [weapons] of mass destruction."



Is Infrastructure a Target?Is Infrastructure a Target?

 NonNon--state actor state actor –– TerroristsTerrorists

 Al Qaeda was investigating cyber attack and Al Qaeda was investigating cyber attack and 
conducting surveillance of critical infrastructure conducting surveillance of critical infrastructure 
sites (power, water, transportation and sites (power, water, transportation and 
communications systems). communications systems). 

 Japanese groups have allegedly attacked the Japanese groups have allegedly attacked the 
computerized control systems for commuter trains, computerized control systems for commuter trains, 
paralyzing major cities for hoursparalyzing major cities for hours



Hackers/CriminalsHackers/Criminals

 Two Foreign Electric utilities whose systems Two Foreign Electric utilities whose systems 
were compromised were held up for were compromised were held up for 
extortion. The hackers caused blackouts.extortion. The hackers caused blackouts.

 2600 and other hacker publications have 2600 and other hacker publications have 
started in the past few years focusing started in the past few years focusing 
tutorials on SCADA and Control systemstutorials on SCADA and Control systems



Potential ScenariosPotential Scenarios

 Infrastructure is the Target of the AttackInfrastructure is the Target of the Attack

 Infrastructure is the Vector for an Attack Infrastructure is the Vector for an Attack 
against the against the ““TrueTrue”” Target.Target.
–– Blended AttacksBlended Attacks

 Infrastructure is the ByInfrastructure is the By--Product of an AttackProduct of an Attack



Extrapolating Real World EventsExtrapolating Real World Events

 August 14August 14thth Blackout 2003Blackout 2003

 Taum Sauk Dam failure 2005Taum Sauk Dam failure 2005

 Kansas City Power & Light 1999Kansas City Power & Light 1999

 BP Refinery Explosion 2005BP Refinery Explosion 2005

 Equilon Puget Sound Explosion 1999Equilon Puget Sound Explosion 1999

 STUXNET 2010STUXNET 2010



Traditional RiskTraditional Risk

 Risk is used to determine what to fix and at Risk is used to determine what to fix and at 
what costwhat cost

 Risk = Threat * Vulnerability * ConsequenceRisk = Threat * Vulnerability * Consequence

 Threat = where the equation failsThreat = where the equation fails
–– ActorActor

–– Motivation/intentMotivation/intent

–– CapabilityCapability

–– Likelihood of attackLikelihood of attack



What We Should Focus OnWhat We Should Focus On

 WhatWhat’’s important and what do we know?s important and what do we know?
–– VulnerabilitiesVulnerabilities
–– Consequences of successful exploitationConsequences of successful exploitation
–– Capabilities required to exploitCapabilities required to exploit
–– Whether those Capabilities existWhether those Capabilities exist
–– Are the Capabilities easy to acquire?Are the Capabilities easy to acquire?
–– Are the Capabilities easy to use?Are the Capabilities easy to use?

 If the above can happen does it really matter If the above can happen does it really matter 
which actor caused the problem?which actor caused the problem?



Why?Why?

 We need to move at the speed of cyberWe need to move at the speed of cyber

 Information that we may never knowInformation that we may never know
–– Who is the actor?Who is the actor?

–– Their intent (which can change instantly)?Their intent (which can change instantly)?

–– The likelihood that they will carry out an attack?The likelihood that they will carry out an attack?
 You donYou don’’t want to be the firstt want to be the first

 So we concentrate on what we do know and So we concentrate on what we do know and 
can directly impact.can directly impact.



Pros and ConsPros and Cons

 ProsPros
–– Concentrate on what you know,Concentrate on what you know,
–– Avoid downgrading threats because no information is Avoid downgrading threats because no information is 

availableavailable
–– You can fix those vulnerabilities that can have the You can fix those vulnerabilities that can have the 

greatest negative impact on your operationsgreatest negative impact on your operations
 ConsCons

–– You lose what little probability info we had to determine You lose what little probability info we had to determine 
likelihoodlikelihood

–– Not enough $ to fix everything so need a process for Not enough $ to fix everything so need a process for 
deciding what to fix deciding what to fix –– use everything (i.e., vulnerability use everything (i.e., vulnerability 
with high consequence and capabilities that are with high consequence and capabilities that are 
available and easy to use should be tops on the list)available and easy to use should be tops on the list)



What to Do?What to Do?

 Create Tiger Teams to look at your Create Tiger Teams to look at your 
operations and facilitiesoperations and facilities
–– Get your oldest and most experienced Get your oldest and most experienced 

operators and engineers involvedoperators and engineers involved

–– Answer Question Answer Question –– ““How would you cause the How would you cause the 
most harm to this company, its operations, and most harm to this company, its operations, and 
its customers by any means including cyber? its customers by any means including cyber? 
(emphasis on cyber)(emphasis on cyber)

–– You may be painfully surprised by what they You may be painfully surprised by what they 
come up with and how successful they arecome up with and how successful they are



ConclusionConclusion

 Traditional Risk = downgraded threatTraditional Risk = downgraded threat

 We should concentrate on what we know = We should concentrate on what we know = 
Vulnerabilities + ConsequencesVulnerabilities + Consequences

 Culture of Compliance versus Culture of Culture of Compliance versus Culture of 
Security (e.g., Compliance DOES NOT = Security (e.g., Compliance DOES NOT = 
Security).Security).

 Use internal Tiger Teams of your most Use internal Tiger Teams of your most 
experienced people to develop scenariosexperienced people to develop scenarios

 Hopefully gave you something to think aboutHopefully gave you something to think about



Useful ReadingUseful Reading

 The Art of War The Art of War –– Sun TzuSun Tzu

 China discusses the Future Security China discusses the Future Security 
Environment Environment –– translated by Michael translated by Michael 
PillsburyPillsbury

 Through the Eyes of the Enemy Through the Eyes of the Enemy –– Stanislav Stanislav 
LunevLunev

 Chinese Intelligence Operations Chinese Intelligence Operations –– Nicholas Nicholas 
EftimiadesEftimiades

 DragonBytesDragonBytes
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